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Structure of the presentation

Overview of computational dialectology in Hungary

The main project

Conclusion

First of all, I would like to give you a short overview of computational dialectology in 
Hungary. Then I will illustrate the main project in this area, the construction of an oral 
corpus from field recordings made in the 1960s. I will also propose some conclusions.



Computational Dialectology in Hungary

Bihalbocs (Vékás, since 1996)

digitised, phonetically coded data should keep its 
connections to the metadata, and also to the 
source recordings

appropriately digitised data are reusable 

linguistic software (for coding data, searching it 
and generating maps) is developed by linguists

The history of computational dialectology in Hungary began with the development of a linguistic software 
called Bihalbocs. (The name is a dialectal term to say ʻyoung buffaloʼ) The development is still under way, 
in function of the research needs.

Digitised dialect data are at the center of our attention, and the software is necessary to digitize data and 
also to hold together the connected pieces of information. So a digitised, phonetically coded piece of data 
must keep its connections to the metadata (such as the informantʼs age and gender), and also to the 
source recording it is extracted from.

The software serves to make our data reusable. For example, our dialect word extracted from a sound file 
and appropriately digitised can be used, together with other data, in a number of ways: for example, to 
create a linguistic map to be printed on paper, but it can also contribute to the creation of a searchable 
corpus, and it can be used as an element of a talking map, and it is also accessible to acoustic analysis. 
So it can be used in many projects, and it will be available for future projects, too.

As the research needs are evolving, software solutions are continuously developed by the researchers 
themselves. It means that linguists should be also software developers to some extent, in order to take 
full advantage of the data.



More on digitised dialect data

traditional looking (but easily searchable) phonetic 
encoding

localised linguistic data makes it possible to 
integrate data from different atlases

time-alignment of audio materials and transcriptions

Appropriately digitised data have several characteristics:

In the Hungarian tradition, we use a special narrow phonetic transcription. But it is also 
important that the transcribed data be easily searchable by software tools.

Furthermore, every piece of data is geographically localised, so we can generate maps 
with data coming from different databases.

And, of course, whenever a source recording is available, it is necessary to create links 
between the transcriptions and the source audio files with an accurate time-alignment.



Analytic phonetic encoding: 
full support to the Hungarian standard 
transcription system

IPA equivalent: 

Encoded data must look as similar as possible to the traditional phonetic form. The familiarity of the visual 
forms results in no or few errors in all data processing tasks, so it is a clear advantage.

As there are a number of very complex symbols with diacritics, we created a special encoding system 
and a related phonetic font containing all diacritics as separate characters. We can digit any base symbol 
or any diacritic by pressing a single key on the keyboard. So the complex symbols are constructed 
element by element, in an analytic way. The result shows up as a single character, and behaves as a 
single character when editing, but it is underlyingly a string of characters. The order of the diacritics is 
determined by the software, so we donʼt need to worry about it while typing in the data.

This same analytic nature of the transcription makes the data easily searchable with software tools. It is 
also easy to convert the data in a broader transcription, with fewer or no diacritics.



Localised linguistic data
RMNyA. (Romania)

SzNySz. (Szekelyland)

MNyA. (Main Atlas)

MCsNyA. (Moldova)

Szil.A. (Szilágyság)

HétfA. (Hétfalu)

MedvA. (Medvesalja)

S–ZA. (Somogy and Zala)

Integrated atlases of Hungarian 

dialects

Traditionally, dialect data are stored using paper as a data storage medium such as 
linguistic atlases. Part of the Hungarian dialect data has already been digitised and the 
locations investigated have been geographically coded.

On the map you can see in different colours the different networks of locations for several 
of the Hungarian atlases. The points of the main atlas are presented in black dots, and you 
can see some of the regional and local atlases as well.



Generated maps (integrated atlases):
fésű (‘comb’)
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As every piece of data is geographically localised, we can generate maps with data 
coming from different atlases. 
Here you can see an integrated map using data from the main atlas, and from the Atlas of 
Hungarian Dialects in Romania. The different realisations of the first vowel of the word 
“comb” are represented with different colours. And the map being an interactive one, we 
can access data linked to any location by pointing at the location with the mouse.



Dialectometry 1. (Hernádszurdok)

more
similar

less
similar

Appropriately digitised data are also convenient for more sophisticated analyses as well. 
Here you can see a map showing the linguistic relationships of a selected location, based 
on similarity measures of atlas data pairs. 
The mapping method is inspired by Hans Goeblʼs work on dialectometry and the analysis 
is based on the Levenshtein algorithm. 

Major similarity is represented with red and yellow colours, while black points are 
linguistically the most distant from the selected location as you can see on the range of 
colours.



Dialectometry 2. (Fony)

more
similar

less
similar

If we click on a neighbouring point on the interactive map, the colours are changing 
accordingly, now showing the similarity relations of the recently indicated location. In our 
example the colour distribution is changing very notably, as there is a dialect border 
between the two neighbouring locations.



Alignment of sound and transcription
(Vékás 2007)

General approach: sound file with its transcription

+ transcription

Our way:

phonetic 
transcription

Field recordings can be preserved in a digital format, and it is also important to link the 
transcriptions to the source recordings.

With our software we insert markers in our transcribed data that can point to any moment 
of any sound file, in a flexible way.



Atlas of Hungarian Dialects

Paper-based atlas (Deme & Imre eds. 1968–1977)

395 locations, 1064 maps

Field recordings (Balogh, Szépe, Végh, 1960–
1964) => oral corpus

352 locations, 460 hours of recordings

spontaneous speech => talking books

answers to 41 questions => talking maps

After this overview, I am going to present the main project. Itʼs about the construction of a 
searchable oral corpus from linguistic interviews conducted nearly 50 years ago for the 
Atlas of Hungarian Dialects. Extracts from spontaneous speech are being transcribed and 
published in the Hungarian Dialectal Talking Book series, while a linguistic atlas is being 
built from the answers to a 41 items long questionnaire.



Dialectal Talking 
Books

Dialectal talking books are composed of audio files with aligned phonetic transcription. 
Sound and text are aligned with markers represented as black points in the transcription. 
Every marker indicates a particular moment of a sound file. The markers can be start-
points and endpoints, and a start-point together with an endpoint determine a portion of a 
sound file we can listen to.



If we make a selection in the upper sound wave, it is immediately enlarged below, right 
under the first selection. Of course, we can also listen to the selection.



We can make selections in the enlarged waveform too, with the possibility to listen to it 
instantly, you only need to press the appropriate key on the keyboard.



For other research aims, such as acoustic analysis, the conversion to PRAAT is also 
possible.

(As in PRAAT the techniques of alignment are different, and overlaps between markers 
are not allowed, a new WAV sound file is generated for the PRAAT TextGrid file. As 
PRAAT doesnʼt support the Hungarian traditional transcription system, character encoding 
is also simplified.)



The talking books we have just seen were also converted to simplified versions, intended 
for educational purpose. These are HTML versions, published on CD-ROM and on the 
Internet. Here you cannot access the waveform for analysis, but the portions determined 
by time-markers can be listened to, and you donʼt need special linguistic tools, you just 
need a web browser.



Mapping of the Hungarian Talking Books
í : é in the transcriptions of interviews

The interviews transcribed in the talking books constitute an oral corpus and are also 
searchable like a database. As every text preserves its connection to the location where it 
was collected, search results can be output to a map. The dimension of the coloured 
circles is proportional to the quantity of the available data for every location.

Here you can see the distribution of two vowels: í and é in the transcriptions of the 
different locations.



Questionnaire: 
search results for 
question 8. fésű 

‘comb’

And what about the answers to the questionnaire? 

On this slide you can see the search window for the database of the answers to the 
questionnaire. The search results are displayed in rows, and can be listend to by clicking a 
button.

The structure of the database is quite complex, I will just mention some of the most 
important points.



Every data item keeps its connection to the orginal interview from which it was taken from. 
By clicking the button next to a data item, a text window with time-markers pops up 
showing the relevant part of the interview. So the verification and correction processes are 
really easy.



Search options

localities

informants: gender, age range

questions (1 to 41)

string of phonetic symbols (with the intended level 
of narrowness)

other data attributes (comments, remarks)

Every piece of information that is linked to an entry of the database is searchable. The 
user can search for any string of phonetic symbols. It is also possible to narrow the query 
to the questions or locations of our interest, or to specify the age and gender of 
informants.



Search results output to a map

Search results can be classified into categories and output to a map. Every category 
corresponds to a colour. You can see that the work is in progress, proceeding from west to 
east.

If we compare this map, generated from the oral database, to the map generated from the 
digitised data of the old paper-based atlases, we can find some differences.



The first vowel of the word fésű (‘comb’) in 
the paper atlas

In the old dialect atlases we can find less diversity in the data. That is probably because, 
during the processing of field recordings, we do not try to find the more typical answers for 
a given locality, but type in every answer the informants provide.



Simplified (HTML) version of a talking map

A simplified, interactive map can also be generated from the search results. The user can 
select any location with the mouse. All the data are available and audible. Such maps can 
be published on the web.



Conclusion

Computational dialectology 

cost effective methods

enhanced research possibilities

Reusable data ready for integration into multilingual 
oral corpora and talking atlases

With the new technologies and methods, the work of Hungarian dialectologist is being 
more and more cost effective. And we can make analyses we couldnʼt even imagine one 
or two decades ago.

Now we are ready to make more steps forward. Our data are reusable, we can convert 
them into new formats, so we will be able to promptly contribute to the creation of a 
multilingual oral corpus and talking atlas when the time comes. I hope it will be soon.



Thank you for your attention!

http://geolingua.elte.hu/

http://varghafr.web.elte.hu/


